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LingvoSoft Talking Dictionary 2008
English - French Full Crack is part of
LingvoSoft Suite - a complete
management and language learning
solution for your PC. Once installed on
your desktop or laptop PC this
remarkable dictionary translates
between English and French. LingvoSoft
Dictionary 2008 consists of three
elements: Linguistic, Interface, and
Integration. The linguistic element of the
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new LingvoSoft Talking Dictionary 2008
English - French Crack Free Download
includes extended and corrected
vocabulary, an advanced Spell-Check
function that lets you find misspelled
and incorrectly entered words, and a
Synonyms Search function that lets you
request a list of synonyms for a selected
word. With a new Word-By-Word
Translation function, you can type a
sentence and quickly get a translation
for each word, Every translation is
complete with part of speech, gender,
comment, transcription, sentence
examples and includes transcriptions of
English entries. The improved
documentation now provides language
information for almost 40 languages, as
well as English Grammar information.
The user interface is now more



adaptable than ever before. Toolbars,
font settings and colors can be changed
according to your preference. English,
French, German, Spanish and Russian
language interfaces are also available. A
quick paste and translate function called
'Word grabber' helps you to translate a
selected word from another application
with just one click. Input Line search
speeds up the work by finding the words
matching any sequence of symbols as
entered, so you never need to type the
whole word. An all-new 'History'
function lets you easily view and select
previously entered words. Among the
most significant changes to be found is
the inclusion of a User's Dictionary
which allows you to maintain a
personalized vocabulary that you can
create, add, and edit anytime you need



it. Finally, the most requested new
feature, integration with the most
popular MS Office applications - Word,
Excel and Internet Explorer - saves you
time and energy by letting you translate
an unknown word directly from within a
document or webpage. And, of course,
LingvoSoft Talking Dictionary 2008
English - French Crack Free Download is
fully integrated with the other
components of LingvoSoft Suite -
LingvoSoft FlashCards and LingvoSoft
PhraseBook. Simply select and export
words to the FlashCards database or
search the PhraseBook for the phrases
containing the desired word. Newly
improved and updated, and providing
instant bi-directional translation of all
the words and phrases in its massive
database, LingvoSoft Dictionary 2008



English - Latvian is one of the most
complete language resources ever
designed
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LingvoSoft Talking Dictionary 2008 English - French

LingvoSoft Talking Dictionary 2008
English - French is part of LingvoSoft
Suite - a complete management and
language learning solution for your PC.
Once installed on your desktop or laptop
PC this remarkable dictionary translates
between English and French. LingvoSoft
Dictionary 2008 consists of three
elements: Linguistic, Interface, and
Integration. The linguistic element of the
new LingvoSoft Talking Dictionary 2008
English - French includes extended and
corrected vocabulary, an advanced
Spell-Check function that lets you find
misspelled and incorrectly entered
words, and a Synonyms Search function
that lets you request a list of synonyms
for a selected word. With a new Word-



By-Word Translation function, you can
type a sentence and quickly get a
translation for each word, Every
translation is complete with part of
speech, gender, comment, transcription,
sentence examples and includes
transcriptions of English entries. The
improved documentation now provides
language information for almost 40
languages, as well as English Grammar
information. The user interface is now
more adaptable than ever before.
Toolbars, font settings and colors can be
changed according to your preference.
English, French, German, Spanish and
Russian language interfaces are also
available. A quick paste and translate
function called 'Word grabber' helps you
to translate a selected word from
another application with just one click.



Input Line search speeds up the work by
finding the words matching any
sequence of symbols as entered, so you
never need to type the whole word. An
all-new 'History' function lets you easily
view and select previously entered
words. Among the most significant
changes to be found is the inclusion of a
User's Dictionary which allows you to
maintain a personalized vocabulary that
you can create, add, and edit anytime
you need it. Finally, the most requested
new feature, integration with the most
popular MS Office applications - Word,
Excel and Internet Explorer - saves you
time and energy by letting you translate
an unknown word directly from within a
document or webpage. And, of course,
LingvoSoft Talking Dictionary 2008
English - French is fully integrated with



the other components of LingvoSoft
Suite - LingvoSoft FlashCards and
LingvoSoft PhraseBook. Simply select
and export words to the FlashCards
database or search the PhraseBook for
the phrases containing the desired word.
Newly improved and updated, and
providing instant bi-directional
translation of all the words and phrases
in its massive database, LingvoSoft
Dictionary 2008 English - Latvian is one
of the most complete language resources
ever designed
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￭ LingvoSoft Dictionary 2008 English -
French is part of LingvoSoft Suite - a
complete management and language
learning solution for your PC. Once
installed on your desktop or laptop PC
this remarkable dictionary translates
between English and Italian. LingvoSoft
Dictionary 2008 consists of three
elements: Linguistic, Interface, and
Integration. The linguistic element of the
new LingvoSoft Talking Dictionary 2008
English - French includes extended and
corrected vocabulary, an advanced
Spell-Check function that lets you find
misspelled and incorrectly entered
words, and a Synonyms Search function
that lets you request a list of synonyms
for a selected word. With a new Word-
By-Word Translation function, you can
type a sentence and quickly get a



translation for each word, Every
translation is complete with part of
speech, gender, comment, transcription,
sentence examples and includes
transcriptions of English entries. The
improved documentation now provides
language information for almost 40
languages, as well as English Grammar
information. The user interface is now
more adaptable than ever before.
Toolbars, font settings and colors can be
changed according to your preference.
English, French, German, Spanish and
Russian language interfaces are also
available. A quick paste and translate
function called 'Word grabber' helps you
to translate a selected word from
another application with just one click.
Input Line search speeds up the work by
finding the words matching any



sequence of symbols as entered, so you
never need to type the whole word. An
all-new 'History' function lets you easily
view and select previously entered
words. Among the most significant
changes to be found is the inclusion of a
User's Dictionary which allows you to
maintain a personalized vocabulary that
you can create, add, and edit anytime
you need it. Finally, the most requested
new feature, integration with the most
popular MS Office applications - Word,
Excel and Internet Explorer - saves you
time and energy by letting you translate
an unknown word directly from within a
document or webpage. And, of course,
LingvoSoft Talking Dictionary 2008
English - French is fully integrated with
the other components of LingvoSoft
Suite - LingvoSoft FlashCards and



LingvoSoft PhraseBook. Simply select
and export words to the FlashCards
database or search the PhraseBook for
the phrases containing the desired word.
Newly improved and updated, and
providing instant bi-directional
translation of all the words and phrases
in its massive database, LingvoSoft
Dictionary 2008 English - Latvian is one
of the most complete language resources
ever designed. Here are some key
features of "LingvoSoft Talking
Dictionary 2008 English - French": ￭
Extended and corrected vocabulary ￭
Word by word translation (type a
sentence and quickly get a translation of
each word) ￭ Advanced Spell-Check
function (finds misspelled and
incorrectly entered words) ￭
Sophisticated Synonyms



System Requirements For LingvoSoft Talking Dictionary 2008 English -
French:

Minimum: OS: Windows 8.1 (32 bit and
64 bit), Windows 7 (32 bit and 64 bit)
Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD
equivalent Memory: 4 GB RAM Video:
DirectX 9.0 compatible video card with
128 MB Video RAM Hard disk space: 1
GB available disk space Additional
Notes: – The game requires a constant
internet connection Recommended: OS:
Windows 8.1 (32 bit and 64 bit),
Windows 7 (32 bit and 64
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